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Building a  
Better Alaska

About HDL
What began as a small consulting firm over 20 years 
ago has expanded to a full-service, multi-disciplinary 
organization of highly-skilled engineering professionals 
who are able to identify industry challenges and provide 
creative solutions. 
 
By maintaining our core values of integrity, teamwork, 
quality, respect, and positivity, we are able to achieve 
outstanding results for our clients. 
 
One of HDL’s newest areas of expertise is hydrologic and 
hydraulic (H&H) engineering, analysis, and design. Our 
dedicated H&H engineers focus on the nuances of this field, 
particularly in the areas of drainage and detention design, 
flood and erosion studies, and fish passage solutions. 

Our Mission:
Provide responsible infrastructure solutions by engaging 
clients, empowering employees, and exceeding expectations.
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From providing design and analyses on highway drainage structures to 

performing hydraulic studies of floodways, our H&H team is prepared to 

assist clients with complex projects. We are experienced in providing:

H&H Services

Urban and Rural Expertise

20+ years of of experience providing civil 
and water resources engineering.

75+ combined years of experience 
in water resources and coastal 
engineering.

20+ fish passage projects completed 
throughout the state of Alaska. 

HDL’s H&H engineers understand that funding is often limited, and 

we excel at adapting our expertise to each client and their project 

needs. Our team knows how urban and rural communities in Alaska 

operate and the processes needed to successfully plan, engineer, and 

implement cost-effective solutions to an water resource challenge.

HDL’s H&H team routinely performs flood f requency 

analyses and hydrologic characterizations. The group 

is also prof icient in performing hydraulic modeling 

using HEC-RAS 1D and 2D models to predict future 

flooding and erosion conditions. 04

- Stormwater Management

- H&H Modeling and Analyses

- Watershed Management

- Drainage and Detention Design

- Roadway Drainage Design

- Bridge Hydraulics

- Scour Analysis

- Flood and Erosion Studies

- 1D and 2D Hydraulic Analyses

- Flow Modeling

- Overland Floodplain Analyses

- Fish Passage Design

- Culvert Analyses

- Bank Stabilization Design



Coastal & Riverine

Coastal Engineering
Alaska’s coastline is largely undeveloped and lacks the coastal 

engineering structures that are widely used in other parts of the 

country. HDL’s engineers provide specialized engineering designs to 

mitigate coastal flooding and erosion, a process that often requires 

extensive site reconnaissance and community involvement.  

 

HDL’s engineers take a collaborative approach when it comes to finding 

appropriate and sustainable solutions to coastal engineering problems 

and have worked with local, state, federal, and tribal entities. 

Riverine Engineering
With many communities along riverine systems in Alaska experiencing 

extreme flooding and erosion due to warming temperatures and 

increasing precipitation, HDL’s H&H Group is committed to helping 

communities solve these challenges.  

 

The firm’s H&H engineers have extensive experience with Alaskan 

river flooding and erosion projects, and they understand that each 

community has unique needs and solutions. 
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St. Paul Cemetery Erosion Study
The community of St. Paul is experiencing increased rates of coastal erosion 

due to storm surges, wind, waves, and surface water runoff. Coastal erosion 

is currently threatening the community cemetery, which is a cultural and 

historical landmark, and could impact the cemetery within the next 10 years. 

HDL worked with the community to determine potential solutions 

to mitigate the erosion threat and provided both structural and non-

structural actions that could be taken. HDL’s engineers evaluated several 

stabilization and armoring techniques to ultimately provide two alternative 

recommendations for mitigation. 

In addition, HDL also evaluated options 

for future burial sites, as capacity 

at the existing cemetery has 

limited space for new graces. 

Options presented included 

expanding the cemetery 

at its existing location 

and developing a 

new cemetery at 

an alternate site 

north of the 

community. 
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Coastal Experience
Pilot Point Flood & Erosion Study

The village bulkhead in Pilot Point is structurally compromised and at risk of 

being cut off from the community due to erosion along the access road. The 

bulkhead is essential for delivering supplies and materials, and plans for a 

proposed fish processing facility are contingent on a viable bulkhead.  

 

HDL worked with the Pilot Point Tribal Council to assess flooding and erosion 

and recommended near-term and long-term improvements to preserve 

critical infrastructure. The team determined multiple options to address the 

erosion threat, which included: 

     - Sheltering in place with shore protection strategies

     - Building a new access road

     - Repairing/improving existing infrastructure to resist erosion



Fort Yukon Flood & Erosion
Fort Yukon’s existing mitigation structures do not adequately 
protect infrastructure and private property from the threat 
of flood and erosion. Facing the challenges associated 
with a changing climate, the community is increasingly 
vulnerable. HDL is assisting the Gwichyaa Zhee Gwich’in Tribal 
Government of Fort Yukon to characterize the present and 
future impacts of flooding and erosion in the community. 
Using 2D hydraulic modeling to evaluate structural 
alternatives, the team developed a plan for the community 
to build a continuous flood protection perimeter by making 
sectional improvements over time.

Talkeetna Dike Repair
The Talkeetna River is bottlenecked by a railroad trestle at its 
confluence with the Susitna River. The main channel of the 
Susitna has also migrated east, leading to aggressive erosion 
adjacent to the Talkeetna townsite, threatening infrastructure 
and private property. Existing dike mitigation structures were 
damaged and required repair and improvement to protect 
the town. HDL provided services to address damage to the 
Talkeetna River Dike and provided a preliminary assessment of 
conditions, cost estimates, and recommendations for repair. 

Yoder Dike Repair
During flooding in 2012, damage to a portion of the existing 
dike occurred along Montana Creek. HDL designed repairs to 
the existing dike and extended the dike an additional 500 feet 
upstream to provide better protection from future flooding. 
The firm conducted hydraulic and hydrologic analyses to 
evaluate the scour depth, size of riprap, and the elevation of 
the 100-year flood event. The H&H team also evaluated the 
effects of reducing constrictions at the bridge and adding 
an auxiliary discharge channel. The design minimized 
construction costs by utilizing the existing materials for the 
embankment below the riprap—thereby minimizing the 
import of select materials. In addition, the design included the 
reuse of the existing riprap, further reducing cost.

Willow Creek  
Flooding Assistance
On December 21, 2019, an ice jam caused 
Willow Creek to flood. The jam caused 
the water level to increase and overflow, 
which flooded portions of Deneki Road 
and properties in the area. HDL provided 
assistance to respond to the flooding, 
working directly with the Emergency 
Management Team in the field to mitigate 
further flooding and restore access to 
properties beyond Willow Creek. 

Meanwhile, the HDL team prepared a 
memo to identify mitigation options and 
provide a recommended action to restore 
flow in the creek. The proposed and 
approved action was to excavate a trench 
in the ice jam, which would eliminate out-
of-bank flooding and reduce the potential 
for additional flooding during spring 
breakup. HDL observed and provided 
direction during the work in -30 degree 
temperatures, and flow was successfully 
restored to the main channel.

Riverine Experience
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Moose Meadows Road Bridge Armor Improvements
HDL prepared a design to armor the Little Susitna River bridge approaches and 
abutments at Moose Meadows Road. As part of the design process, the team conducted a 
hydraulic analysis to provide parameters for bank erosion and bridge protection, including 
design flood magnitude, flood elevations, channel velocities, scour depth estimation, and 
riprap design.  
 
During the preliminary design, there was concern regarding construction techniques and 
constructability—specifically with excavation and placement of the riprap armoring to 
the estimated scour depth under the small bridge. Keyed-in riprap design, placed down 
to the predicted scour depth, required substantial excavation in the channel and was 
determined to be unreasonable and nearly impossible given the constrained work area. 
After a meeting with the client to discuss potential alternatives, a “launching toe design” 
was used instead. This simple but somewhat atypical technique solved a significant 
constructability issue, and the project was completed successfully. 



Drainage  
& Fish Passage

Drainage Design
Proper drainage design leads to infrastructure that functions effectively 

during major storm events and is critical to sustainable management of 

valuable water resources.  

 

HDL’s engineers provide drainage design services for projects 

throughout the state, including major drainage and flood control 

design, FEMA coordination and map revisions, low-impact designs, 

storm sewer system evaluation, and floodplain analyses. We 

provide cost-effective solutions with a focus on specific watershed 

requirements and sustainability.

Fish Passage Design
Many existing river and stream structures can act as barriers to fish 

passage, including channel improvements, roadway crossing, and 

culverts. Fish passage design aims to create a free and unimpeded fish 

passage for critical habitat areas.  

 

The H&H engineers at HDL have experience and expertise in fish 

passage design and operation throughout urban and rural Alaska.
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Glenn Highway MP 34-42  
Reconstruction
HDL performed the H&H analysis to upgrade the existing 
two-lane road to a four-lane controlled-access highway. 

Due to the increase in the impervious area resulting from 
project improvements, HDL analyzed Best Management 
Practices for Low Impact Development Stormwater 
Management to store and infiltrate excess runoff. In total, 
HDL’s H&H team completed the design of more than 150 
culverts and storm drains, one metering orifice, seven rain 
gardens, and one infiltration basin. 

The group also prepared a Surface Water Design Manual 
for the Alaska Railroad Corporation (ARRC) detailing the 
hydraulic impacts of proposed drainage structures adjacent 
to ARRC facilities. Additionally, the team performed a fish 
passage analysis for one culvert and designed a replacement 
culvert following Tier 2 methods.

Drainage Experience

Parks Highway MP 44-52 
Reconstruction
For the proposed reconstruction of the Parks Highway 
between Wasilla and Houston, HDL’s H&H staff performed 
the hydraulic and hydrologic analyses to address several 
unique challenges affecting the culvert design, including:

      - Uncertainty of drainage patterns due to beaver activity 
     - Stream channel reconstruction within a
        highly constrained Right-of-Way
     - Mitigating impacts to adjacent private property

The design included channel improvements upstream and 
downstream of the Parks Highway. The H&H analysis and 
design package also included Low Impact Development 
Stormwater Best Management Practices to manage excess 
runoff resulting from project improvements. 



Fish Passage Experience

Parks Highway MP 99-163 Rehabilitation
For this transportation project, HDL’s H&H team performed a hydrologic analysis to 
delineate watersheds and calculate peak flows, prepared survey plans, and utilized 
HEC-RAS and FishXing to design replacement highway culverts to restore fish passage. 
Modeling work included a scour analysis to inform the design of stable rock-lined stream 
channels. The H&H Group also prepared the hydrologic and hydraulic analysis report.

Parks Highway MP 44-52 Reconstruction
HDL’s H&H team prepared a fish passage design package for anadromous stream 
crossings impacted by roadway widening for this Parks Highway project. For the fish 
passage design, the group analyzed four large-diameter culverts and prepared designs to 
meet the fish passage requirements of state agencies. 

Additionally, the 750-foot realigned channel was designed with Stream Simulation 
methods to enhance the fish habitat value of the creek and permit wildlife passage across 
the highway. In addition, the design integrated erosion protection to defend against 
channel degradation while simultaneously improving fish passage and enhancing 
riparian habitat for juvenile salmon.

Phillips Drive at Cloudy Lake Fish Passage
HDL designed a fish-friendly rehabilitation 
of the existing outlet at Cloudy Lake. 
The H&H group used Stream Simulation 
principles to guide the design of the large-
diameter culvert and over 200 feet of new 
stream channel. The team performed 
hydrologic and hydraulic analyses to 
design a significant channel realignment 
to achieve an acceptable stream gradient 
for juvenile fish passage. 
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We partner with our clients to develop creative solutions 
with an emphasis on quality, integrity, teamwork, 
responsibility, and a can-do attitude. We encourage our 
employees to follow their passions and are committed to 
their safety, well-being, and development. HDL is dedicated 
to working with the Alaskan community to develop 
sustainable and economical infrastructure. 18
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